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Summary of Workshop Activities 



Overview of the team’s perception of valorisation vs. commercialisation 

Valorisation definitions and concepts

What is the purpose of talking about the topic 
of valorisation?

How is valorisation different from or similar to 
commercialisation?

Valorisation is about appraising the opportunity of 

the market, both in dollar value and value in 

community

Identifying opportunities beyond research and 

turning it into something that society can benefit 

from

Unlocked potential that needs to be supported for 

creating value out of it

Valorisation is about affirmation of value; work is 

appreciated and recognised

Additive and exponential growth

Value appraisal and creation (from something)

Impact creation

Commercialisation is more time-sensitive, whereas 

valorisation delivers exponential value, long-term 

impact over time

Commercialisation traditionally has a bigger 

connection with dollar value, compared to 

valorisation

Enablement

Continuous improvement 

Valorisation is a broader concept 

A (fast) process

New opportunities 

Commercialisation is one of the valorisation 

pathways or mechanisms toward creating value 

When thinking of valorisation which terms 
come in mind?



Overview of the team’s discussion over co-defining valorisation

Valorisation channels and activities

Intentional decisions engineered toward more valuable outcome creation, which should be 
ultimately measurable

The different pillars of working as an ecosystem, e.g., research, integrated learning and student 
placement opportunities, community-building, marketing, etc.

Once a problem is co-defined, then the activities to approach it are diversified (e.g., going 
beyond the traditional  technology transfer process)

Moving away from an individual partner and toward an ecosystem approach: mobilising and 
engaging an ecosystem of stakeholders

Listening and responding, i.e., identifying opportunities, gaps, or problems, tapping into the 
resources that universities have and responding or  solving these problems

Stakeholders would I. validate common priorities or problems, II. highlight their role and 
instruments in helping the valorisation process

STEM is overwhelmingly present in valorisation activities as opposed to HASS

It's not versus; STEM and HASS work well together, assembling unique outcomes 
combining tangible and intangible aspects, e.g., whereas STEM commercialisation 

can promote tangible valorisation of technologies and products, HASS can 
promote the valorisation of intangible impact around ethical discussion on the 

technology’s use.

A modern take on the University’s third mission acknowledges that engagement activities are not only limited to transferring knowledge and technology but taking a 

more collaborative approach by exchanging and co-creating. Moreover, the stakeholders that support/assist with or also benefit from such activities are not 

perceived simplistically as only “industry” but extend to start-ups, SMEs and large companies, society, community and governmental bodies. This view of valorisation 

focuses on the potential networks and supply chains forming valorisation-focused ecosystems aiming to pursue engagement activities with long-term impact. 

Starting from a different point than in the traditional commercialisation process & rethinking the 
scientific process, academic mobility, collaboration on student projects, etc. 

STEM and HASS processes may be the same, but the outcomes are often different; 
e.g., HASS professionals look from a broader societal perspective

In terms of the HASS and STEM valorisation processes similarities, the process of 
valorisation is more or less the same between the two disciplines, from 
conceptualisation to creation and realisation. Nonetheless, STEM researchers 

and professionals often receive the institutional buy-in and an abundance of 
resources to flesh out seemingly more tangible and straightforward innovations 
than HASS professionals, who have to be more creative in securing funding and 
institutional support. 

What activities are we referring to when we discuss valorisation?
Is there any difference in the activities and/or the nature of valorisation 

in STEM vs. HASS disciplines?



Capturing impact is important and instrumental, and impact manifests itself in 

a long-term

The broader discussion on the notion of valorisation’s sustainability

Valorisation’s financial sustainability

What about the money? What should you do of you need to hit certain financial KPIs?

Valorisation activities may lead to intangible outcomes that can’t be assigned a clear 

value, and it may be tricky to pursue them alongside the financial KPIs 

Value generation comes in stages and through building trust, i.e., give before you get

Focus on relationships as opposed to transactions, and relationships will often lead to 

increased transactions 

Challenge lies in focusing on revenue and risk associated with it by

It’s challenging to balance long-term partnerships with short-term opportunities, i.e., not 

sacrificing long-term, multifaceted relationships for profitable short-term activities

Often activities that universities support do not immediately result in 
economic benefits (it takes time for the impact to occur), as there may be 5 

to 10 years time frames to be able to get buy-in from leadership and 

Decrease of number of international students puts pressure on pursuing non-

financially oriented projects

There is always an economic aspect in bringing a newly-developed 

efficiency to the market to fill a need gap, and the challenge lies in valuing 

economically the UoM’s role in supporting valorisation, especially in the pre-

commercial stages

Managing up expectations of the leadership about timeframes to balance 

long-term relationships


